
GAME STICKS 
25 Car Games for the Family

1. Car Colors
Red, blue, white, gold, yellow: pick one color. How many can you find in 5
minutes.
 
2. License Plate #’s
Search license plates for the first number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and try
find all 9 numbers
 
3. Scavenger Hunt
Look for these 5 rare vehicles: A school bus, a forklift/tractor, a
motorcycle, a city vehicle (police, water, power, etc. vehicle), and cement
truck
 
4. Eye Spy
I spy with my little eye – can be in the car or outside 
 
5. 20 Questions 
Think of a toy or thing or person you love. Everyone else asks questions
about it to figure out. You can only answer with a “yes” or “no” and if they
can’t guess it by question #20, you win!
 
6. I’m Thankfuls
Each person goes around one at a time and says one thing or person or
event that they are thankful for. We end with one person praying to God
to thank Him for His gifts. 
 
7. Guess My Thankful
“I’m Thankful For something (or someone) that…”– guessing game
 
8. Learning Wrap-Ups 
Have fun wrapping a present OF LEARNING!!! Match up the numbers on
each key, look on the back and see if you got them all right!
 
9. Build a Story Word-by-Word
We each only get to say one word at a time. We go around and create
funny stories. 
 
10. Make a Story Sentence-by-Sentence
We each only get to say one sentence at a time. We go around and create
funny stories. 
 
11. “If you’re happy and you know it”
Each person gets to pick something that makes them happy, and we all
sing it. 
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12. Sing Your Favorite Song
Anyone can sing their favorite song, but the person who drew the GAME
STICK gets to go first

13. Read a Book (Chapter or picture book, depends on what they brought)
Take the next 15 minutes to read a book! (Or, if you get carsick, set this
aside and read when you are at a gas station, or waiting for your food in a
drive-thru)

14. Quiet Game
See how long you can last being quiet. No giggles. No talking. No tapping.
No clicking. No nothing. The only sounds you can make are sniffles or
coughs or sneezes that you can’t control. The one that lasts the longest
gets to pick the next game stick!

15. Things that start with A, B, C
As a group, we are looking first for something that starts with an A (short
or long) sound. Then B, then C, etc. See how far we can get. If we can get to
T, everyone gets a small piece of candy.

16. You Think You Know Me
Everyone takes a turn! Share information about the object acting like you
are the object come alive! It’s riddles of fun!

17. My Dreams for Life
What do you dream about doing? Eating? Going to? Visiting? Being with
who? Working as what? Being what kind of person? Take turns and let’s
hear about your hopes and dreams for your life!

18. Bible Verse
Study/Practice your Bible verse. Learn one part, practice saying it, talk
about what it means, etc. Put this GAME STICK back in the bag and do it
one more time on this trip.

19. Worship God
Did you know you can worship God anywhere? Let’s do it now with singing a
church song we know together! If you can’t decide on just one song, let’s
each pick a song and sing all of them. Put this GAME STICK back in the
drawing bag until we do this a second time.

20. I Love You's
Name one thing you like about each person in the car – the person who
picked the game stick gets to go first. Then anyone else can play too.

21. Tell us a story
Make up a story or tell a true one. 
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22. Goals
Let's each make one goal for today (or this week, or for wherever we are
going) of either a character trait you want to work on today, or a fear you
want to tackle, or a way you want to help someone today. Let’s talk about
ways you can accomplish that goal.

23. Tell a Joke
Let’s laugh! Each person gets at least one chance to tell a joke. Keep going
if you know more, taking turns.

24. Rhyme Time
Pick a word like “see” or “fly” or “heart” and keep taking turns finding one
word that rhymes. Keep going until you can’t think of any more!

25. What Do You Know?
Teach us one thing that you know, but think we don’t know. Like, “Do you
know how many stomachs a cow has? How many?” Or, “I know about the
water cycle. I would like to teach you about it.” Or, “I know how Unicorns
can fly…”

Story Time CD
Put in an audible story CD and everyone can listen and learn. Do this for 25
minutes, or go longer if you like the story!

Music Time
Pick a music CD to listen to, and either pick a song from it (if a shorter
drive) or listen to the whole CD!

DVD Movie
Mommy gives choices and the person who drew the GAME STICK picks

You Win a Prize!!!
FOR EVERYONE IN THE CAR!
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